Mackenzie Eskimo Paddles

The Mackenzie Eskimo, now virtually extinct, are known archaeologically to have lived in the Mackenzie Delta area for at least 500 years. But their kayak and paddles tell us that they originally came from the Bering Strait area of Alaska. The Mackenzie had single- and double-bladed paddles. Except for the Mackenzie Eskimo singles, only double-bladed paddles were used from North Alaska to Greenland. I have seen singles, looking like broken doubles, in photographs of Mackenzie Eskimos, but I do not know of any in museum collections.

Of all the paddles I have personally made and used, a reproduction of the one in Fig. 8 from the National Museum of Man in Ottawa is my favorite. It is light, beautifully balanced and very effective. The overall length is 8’ 3-3/4”. The blade is about 30” long by 4” wide and is symmetrically ridged with no concavity in the cross-sections. The loom is elliptical with the greatest diameter at right angles to the blade plane. Examining paddle types from Siberia to Greenland, this is the first one to have a drip ring, elementary but ineffective though it is. A single wrap of braided sinew is tied on just before the blade meets the loom. The paddle is painted with red ocher in a band around the middle with red ocher triangles on both sides of both blades.

East Arctic Paddles

By East Arctic I mean Baffin Island, Northern Quebec and the coast of Labrador, all in Canada. These paddles are all doubles and, at 10’ 3” (312.8 cm), have the greatest average length of any Arctic paddles. Many of this type exceed 12’ (365.8 cm). The average width, however, is a narrow 3-3/8” (8.5 cm). The blades are very long and often have bone tips pinned on that help prevent end split caused by pushing off rocks and floating pieces of ice. Figure 10 illustrates a typical bone paddle tip. Figure 11 shows how the bone tip was attached and also shows some bone edging on the paddle blade.